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Skin Deep
If you were to pet a shark, it would feel rough. Sharks have
skin like sandpaper. In the year 2000, a professor named Anthony Brennan
delved deep into shark skin.

Brennan was working on a project for the U.S. Navy. e Navy needed a
better way to keep algae from growing on its ships. Brennan believed shark
skin might hold the answer.



Denticles make some sharks swim faster and easier than other fish.

Most �sh have scales, but sharks are covered in tiny points called
denticles. Under a microscope, denticles look like jagged teeth. Brennan
suspected that denticles keep sharks free of algae and barnacles. Whales,
which have smooth skin, end up with many tiny hitchhikers.

He asked a �sherman to catch a shark and make a mold of its skin, then
let it go. Brennan used the mold to make fake shark skin. His lab tests
showed algae could not stick to the denticles.



A new barnacle-killing coating is being applied to a ship in Charleston, South
Carolina.

Most ship companies use harmful chemicals to prevent algae. Brennan’s
discovery proved there is another way. When someone �nds a better way to
do something, it’s called innovation. Innovators like Anthony Brennan
change the world with advances in science and technology.

Safe Surfaces



Today, Brennan is chairman of Sharklet Technologies. e company
makes a peel-and-stick �lm to stop germs. Germy surfaces can include food
trays, checkout counters, and airport kiosks. e protective �lm, which
copies shark skin, makes it harder for germs to stick.

When innovators borrow ideas from nature, it’s called biomimicry. (Bio
means “life” and mimic means “to copy.”)

Hospitals do their best to �ght germs, but it’s an uphill battle. Injury
opens the door to infection. Invisible bacteria lurk near wounded skin,
trying to get inside the body. Every year in U.S. hospitals alone, 1.7 million
patients pick up an infection.

Sharklet �lm helps slow the spread of bacteria in hospitals. e
company also makes bandages and other medical supplies. More shark-
inspired health care products are on the way.

“Nature provides so many amazing designs for us to build off of as
humans,” said Brennan. “I �gure, Mother Nature has �gured things out, so
I’m going to learn as much as I can from her.”
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